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Abstract
Precise device characterisation is a fundamental requirement for a large range of applications using
photonic hardware, and constitutes amulti-parameter estimation problem. Estimates based on
measurements using single photons or classical light have precisionwhich is limited by shot noise,
while quantum resources can be used to achieve sub-shot-noise precision.However, there aremany
open questions with regard to the best quantumprotocols formulti-parameter estimation, including
the ultimate limits to achievable precision, as well as optimal choices for probe states and
measurements. In this paper, we develop a formalism based on Fisher information to tackle these
questions for setups based on linear-optical components and photon-countingmeasurements. A key
ingredient of our analysis is amapping for equivalent protocols deﬁned for photonic and spin systems,
which allows us to draw upon results in the literature for general ﬁnite-dimensional systems.
Motivated by the protocol in Zhou, et alOptica 2, 510 (2015), we present new results for quantum-
enhanced tomography of unitary processes, including a comparison ofHolland-Burnett andNOON
probe states.
1. Introduction
Advances inprecisionmeasurement are playing an evermore important role in technological development. From
biological imaging [1], quantumclocks [2, 3]quantumcomputing [4], thermometry [5], to the recent detection of
gravitationalwaves [6], there is an increasing demand for higher precision inparameter estimation schemes using
light.Quantumresources have been shown to serve a crucial role in pushing beyond the precision limits available
to classical probes, especially in single-parameter estimation [7]. Thequantumadvantage inmulti-parameter
estimation is lesswell studied.However, applications like imaging, linear-optical quantumcomputing and
characterisation of opticalﬁbres for quantumcommunication require the simultaneous estimation ofmultiple
parameters. Thus, a questionof chief interest for future applications is toﬁnd the quantumresources formulti-
parameter problems that offer optimal precisionwhile remaining experimentally accessible.
One primary resource in parameter estimation is particle numberN. Parameter estimation using classical
resources is constrained by the shot-noise limit [7], for which precision (mean-square error) scales as N1 [7].
This is true in conventionalmulti-parameter estimation using single-photon probes (process tomography) [8].
There are situations, however, such aswhen probing delicate samples, where the use of highN is undesirable [1].
It is well known for the idealised case, when the effects of particle losses and decoherence can be ignored, that
quantum resources enable up to quadratic improvement in precision for both single-parameter estimation and
multi-parameter estimation. This is calledHeisenberg scaling, i.e., precision scales like N1 2( ) [9]. In single-
parameter estimation, NOON states uniquely achieve the optimal precision (Heisenberg limit) using
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photon-number-countingmeasurementswhen again losses anddecoherence areneglected [10]. In contrast, for
the task of estimating a set of parameters that fully characterise any linear-optical process, it has not previously been
shownwhat conditionsmust be satisﬁed to achieve optimal precision, or evenwhat this optimal precision is.
One of theﬁrst experimental demonstrations ofHeisenberg scaling for a general linear-optical process was
recently performed [11] (forN= 4 ). It was based on a new protocol for characterising an unknown two-mode
linear-optical process, usingHolland-Burnett states [12] and photon-number-countingmeasurements. This is
equivalent to estimating the independent parameters of an unknown SU(2)matrix. The analysis of [11] uses
processﬁdelity to quantify precision, as is typical for process tomography.However, using processﬁdelity, it is
difﬁcult to establish the optimality of the protocol, which is essential to enable comparisons between alternative
choices of probe states andmeasurement schemes.
A theoretical tool verywell suited to this analysis is the Fisher information formalism,which is alreadymuch
used in estimation theory [7, 13]. For photonic systems, Fisher information has already been exploited for some
very speciﬁc cases ofmulti-parameter estimationwhere substantial simpliﬁcations occur. For example, when
parameters are associatedwith commuting operations [14–16] or single-parameter estimationwith
environment interaction [17, 18]. There has been active research on spin systems in related contexts. A
succession of theoretical studies, usingﬁdelitymeasures to characterise precision [19–22] and using Fisher
information [23–25]have demonstrated howHeisenberg scaling can be achieved. Theoretical studies of SU(2)-
estimation using the Fisher informationmatrix have providedmathematical conditionals for achieving optimal
precision [26, 27].
In this paper, we develop theoreticalmachinery to explore SU(2)-estimation protocols for linear-optical
setups using quantum states.We provide simple conditions to test which photonic states are optimal (extending
results in [24] for spin systems).We also interpret these results in terms of optical interferometry. As two
important examples, we show that bothHolland-Burnett states andNOON states are optimal, butweﬁnd that
neither are optimal using photon-number-countingmeasurements. Furthermore, we demonstrate that the
precision in this context is dependent on the unitary itself. In addition to having important practical
implications, these results show thatmulti-parameter estimation cannot be considered a simple generalisation
of single-parameter estimation.
We also introduce amapping between photonic and spin states that allow us to translate the results for
photonic systems to spin systems and vice versa. This analogy allows us to compare the spin analogue of our
optical protocol to those of existingmulti-parameter estimation schemes using spin systems. For instance, this
makes it possible to prove that a probe state used in [25] is indeed optimal, whichwas suspected but not proved.
We also show that the spin analogue of our protocol contains a larger class of optimal states compared to [25].
After establishing ourmapping fromphotonic to spin states and processes in section 2.1, we turn to a brief
introduction to the experimental protocol in [11] in section 2.2.We then introduce the basics of the Fisher
information formalism in section 2.3. In section 3we extend previous results in the literature toﬁnd the optimal
precision and the conditions for optimal states in our protocol.We also discuss the implications of these results
for spin systems. In section 4, we apply our results to study the special cases ofHolland-Burnett states and
NOON states under photon-number-countingmeasurements before summarising ourmain results and future
directions in section 5.
2. Background
2.1. Equivalent protocols for photonic and spin systems
Wenow establish amapping between anN-particle two-mode linear-optical process and a process withN spin-
1/2 particles. This is important formaking a formal analogy for protocols speciﬁed for photonic and spin
systems. It can be used for translating results onmulti-parameter estimation using spin systems to the context of
photonicmulti-parameter estimation. For standardmappings between bosonic and spin states and operators,
see [28, 29].
We beginwith anN-particle two-mode photonic state M N M, - ñ∣ , whereM is an integer M N0   .
There is a one-to-one correspondence between this state and anN-particle spin-1/2 state that remains invariant
with respect to any particle exchange (i.e., symmetric):
M N M,
1
. 1
N
M
j
j
M N M
0 spinå x- ñ P  ñ Ä  ñ º ñÄ Ä -( )
∣ ⟷ (∣ ∣ ) ∣ ( )( )
The summation j jå P is over all the possible permutations of the product states and 0 spinx ñ∣ is also known as a
Dicke state [30]. For concreteness, we choose  ñ∣ ,  ñ∣ to be the spin-up and spin-down eigenstates of Pauli
matrix zs .We denote the creation operators for the two photonicmodes by a† and b†, obeying commutation
relations a a b b 1, ,= =[ ] [ ]† † . The creation operators corresponding to the up and down spin states are
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represented by a
† and a
†. These satisfy the anticommutation relations a a a a1, ,= =   { } { }† † andwhere all
other anticommutation relations vanish. In the single-particle case, we canmake the correspondence
a 0, 0ñ∣† a 0ñ =  ñ⟷ ∣ ∣† and b 0, 0ñ∣ ⟷† a 0ñ =  ñ ∣ ∣† . Extending this toN particles gives themapping
between photonic states and spin states that we require.
Thismapping also allows us to describe a transformation of the two-mode photonic state under unitary
operatorU in terms of the evolution ofN spin-1/2 particles, described by the unitary operatorUs (see ﬁgure 1). It
can be shown that the following correspondence holds (for a derivation, see appendix A)
U M N M U, . 2s
N
0 spinx- ñ ñÄ∣ ⟷ ∣ ( )
Each two-mode linear-optical unitary corresponds to a two-by-two unitarymatrix. In the remainder of this
paper, wewill disregard any global phase forU, which can then be characterised by three parameters, and
represented by an SU(2)matrix.
We can complete the analogy bymapping photon-number-countingmeasurement tomeasurements of the
spin system.Wenote that a projectivemeasurement M N M M N M, ,¢ - ¢ñá ¢ - ¢∣ ∣on the photonic state (where
M ¢ is an integer M N0  ¢ ) corresponds in the spin picture tomeasurement of M ¢ spin-up particles and
N M- ¢ spin-down particles, where there are N M N M¢ - ¢! ( !( )!) equivalentmeasurement patterns.
We can use thismapping to show that theN-particleNOON states N N, 0 0, 2ñ + ñ(∣ ∣ ) map to
N-particle GHZ [31] states 0 1 2N Nñ + ñÄ Ä(∣ ∣ ) . This explains why bothNOON states andGHZ states have
been found to be optimal states (i.e., achieving optimal precision) in single-parameter estimation [32], despite
being used in different types of setups. Another example is the correspondence betweenN-particleHolland-
Burnett states N N2, 2ñ∣ and symmetric Dicke states with N 2 excitations [32].
2.2.Quantum-enhanced protocol for unitary estimation
To identify an unknown optical process, process tomography is traditionally used. It relies on single-photon
probes or classical light and is shot-noise limited.However, when using non-classicalmulti-photon probe states,
much greater precision per number of photons can be achieved. In this section, we brieﬂy describe themulti-
photon probe scheme for SU(2)-estimation recently performed in [11].
We beginwith a two-modeN-particle photonic state M N M,HV HVYñ = - ñ∣ ∣ in theHV (horizontal and
vertical) polarisation basis. This state is passed through a linear-optical process, which can be characterised by a
SU(2)matrix. It is possible to recover the probability distributions of photon numbers in each of the twomodes
after passing through the unknownunitary by using photon-number-countingmeasurements with respect to
theHV basis. This procedure can be repeatedwith respect to theDA (diagonal and anti-diagonal) andRL (right
and left-circular) polarisation bases. By deﬁnition 1, 0 1 2DAñ =∣ ( ) 1, 0 0, 1HV HVñ + ñ(∣ ∣ ),
0, 1 1 2 1, 0DA HVñ = ñ∣ ( )(∣ 0, 1 HV- ñ∣ ) and 1, 0 1 2RLñ =∣ ( ) i1, 0 0, 1HV HVñ + ñ(∣ ∣ ),
0, 1 1 2RLñ =∣ ( ) i1, 0 0, 1HV HVñ - ñ(∣ ∣ ). A single run of the SU(2)-estimation protocol is deﬁned as the
procedure above performedwith respect to all threeHV,DA andRL polarisation bases. The three independent
parameters of the unknown SU(2)matrix can then be fully recovered from the set of three photon number
probability distributions (see [11]). See ﬁgure 2 for a diagram representing a single run of this protocol.
When this protocol is performed ν times, the total number n of input photons used is thus N3 n . It can be
experimentally shown [11] that, for up toN=4, the precision for estimating each of a full set of parameters
which characterise the unknownunitary usingHolland-Burnett input states N N2, 2Yñ = ñ∣ ∣ is
N1 2 n( ( )). This is Heisenberg scaling. This is contrastedwith the shot-noise limited precision using
Figure 1. Linear-optical process and corresponding evolution of spin system.Mapping between a two-mode linear-optical processU
acting onN photons, and the analogous process withN spin-1/2 particles each undergoing evolutionUs. Photonic superposition
states correspond to superpositions of spin states that are symmetric under particle exchange.Measurement of M ¢ (or N M- ¢)
photons in theﬁrst (or second)mode correspond tomeasurement of M ¢ spin-up (or N M- ¢ spin-down) particles in the spin picture
(where the ordering is ignored).
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single-photon probes, which has scaling N1 n( ( )). In [11], the performance of the protocol for different
choices of unitary and probe states was compared using processﬁdelity.
We note that theHV,DA andRL polarisation bases respectivelymap to the z, x and y bases in the spin case.
We denote here xr , yr and zr as the symmetric spin state analogues to the photonic input states in basesHV,DA
andRL. The probe state 0r for a single run of the analogous spin systemprotocol (i.e., 1n = ) is of the form
k x y z k0 , ,r r= =⨂ . See ﬁgure 3 for a spin-system analogue of the linear-optical unitary estimation protocol.
2.3. Fisher information
2.3.1. Cramér-Rao inequality for single andmulti-parameter estimation
In any scheme to estimate unknown parameters, it is useful to bound the variance of those parameters as away of
characterising the precision. The inverse of a quantity known as the Fisher information provides ameans to
bound variances in local parameter estimation, i.e., beginning from a rough estimate of the parameters and
making this estimatemore precise. This type of bound is provided by theCramér-Rao inequality. It is this bound
thatmakes Fisher information so crucial and the reasonwe choose thismeasure to characterise precision.
In any given process, the goal is toﬁnd the initial state andmeasurementmaximising the Fisher information
while being subject to some given constraints of one’s resources. Herewe take this resource to be the total
number of particles used in probe states over all runs of the estimation protocol.
To estimate a single unknown parameter θ, the Cramér-Rao inequality states [33] that the variance of the
unbiased estimators of θ achievable is
Figure 2. Single run of themulti-parameter estimation protocol investigated in [11]. Beginwith three input states HVYñ∣ , DAYñ∣ ,
RLYñ∣ . These are passed through the unitaryU before being respectivelymeasured in basesHV,DA andRL.
Figure 3. Single run of the spin analogue to the linear-opticalmulti-parameter estimation protocol. Beginwith the input symmetric
spin states xr , yr and zr , where each particle is passed through a unitary operationUs. Thenmeasure in bases xs , ys and zs ,
respectively.
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F1
. 32 dq
q
( )
By an unbiased estimator wemean that the average value is exactly θ. The Fisher information is denoted Fq and is
deﬁned by
F
P M
P M1
;
;
. 4
M d
d
2
d
å q
q
q=
¶
¶q ⎜ ⎟
⎛
⎝
⎞
⎠( )
( ) ( )
The probability theﬁnal state of the protocol rq has the (detected)measurement outcomeMd is
denoted P M ;d q( ).
This bound can bemade tighter by introducing quantumFisher information Iq. This is deﬁned as the
maximumFisher informationwith respect to all possible ﬁnalmeasurements. It can be shown that
F I tr 2 r l=q q q q( ), where lq is the symmetric logarithmic derivative (SLD) [34] and is deﬁned by
1 2r¶ =q q ( ) l r r l+q q q q( ). This introduces the quantumCramér-Rao inequality
F I
1 1
, 52  dq
q q
( )
where the equality can always be saturated and the optimal precision is achievable by known initial states and
ﬁnalmeasurements [34].
The optimal achievable precision from the quantumCramér-Rao inequality is N12 2dq n= ( ). This is
uniquely achieved using theN-particleNOON state. The optimalmeasurements, which include photon-
number-countingmeasurements, can be expressed in terms of the eigenvectors of the SLD. Another state that
can achieveHeisenberg scaling (i.e., N12 2dq n= ( ( ))), but with sub-optimal precision, is theHolland-
Burnett state [10]. Other sub-optimal states withHeisenberg scaling include Yurke states [35–37], amongst
many others [10, 35].
In the estimation ofmultiple parameters qa{ }, precision is captured by the covariancematrixC, which is
deﬁned by C q qº á ñab a b q q-á ñá ña b and á ñ· denotes an average over allmeasurement outcomes. Note that the
covariancematrix reduces to the variance in the case of a single parameter. The covariancematrix can be
bounded by the inverse of the Fisher informationmatrix F, deﬁned by
F P M P M P M1 ; ; ; . 6
M
d d d
d
å q q q q q= ¶ ¶ ¶ ¶ab g g a g b( ( { }))( ( { }) )( ( { }) ) ( )
Fab is in turn upper bounded by the quantumFisher informationmatrix I, which deﬁned by [38–40]
I Re tr , 7r l l=ab q a b( ) ( )
where for pure states 2l r q= ¶ ¶a q a. Amulti-parameter quantumCramér-Rao inequality can thus bewritten
as
C F Itr tr tr . 81 1 - -( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
This follows from the inequalities C F I1 1 - - , where C I 01 - - denotes C I 1- - is a positive semi-
deﬁnitematrix [38–40].When the equality in C I 01 - - is satisﬁed, this is known as saturating themulti-
parameter quantumCramér-Rao inequality and implies C F Itr tr tr1 1= =- -( ) ( ) ( ).
However, unlike in single-parameter estimation, it is not always possible to always saturate themulti-
parameter quantumCramér-Rao inequality. This is because the operators corresponding to optimal
measurements (constructed from the eigenvectors of la) corresponding to different parametersmay not
commute.Hence it is not possible to implement them simultaneously and thus optimise precisionwith respect
to all the parameters. However, there are cases where saturation is possible and for pure states this is investigated
in section 3. For a discussion of differences between cases with pure andmixed states, see [41].
For recent reviews on this subject, we refer interested readers to [32, 40, 42] and references therein.
2.3.2. QuantumFisher informationmatrix
Nowwe derive the general form for protocols using pure probe states.We consider a general pure probe state 0r ,
unitary transformation U˜ , andﬁnal state U U0r r=q ˜ ˜ †. It is convenient to deﬁne iU Ut q= ¶ ¶a a˜ ˜† , which is the
generator of U˜ andwhichmust beHermitian. Then the quantumFisher informationmatrix is given by
I 4Re tr . 90r r rq
r
q=
¶
¶
¶
¶ab q
q
a
q
b
⎛
⎝
⎜⎜
⎛
⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟
⎞
⎠
⎟⎟( ) ( )
Using the unitarity of U˜ , the cyclic-permutation invariance of the trace andpurity 0
2
0r r= , it is straightforward to
show tr r l lq a b( ) 4 tr 0r t t= a b[ ( ) tr 0 0r t r t- a b( )]. Since 0r is againpure, tr 0 0r t r ta b( )] tr tr0 0r t r t= a b( ) ( ) and
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I 4Re tr 4tr tr . 100 0 0 0r r t t r t r t= -ab a b a b( ) [ ( )] ( ) ( ) ( )
We turn now to the spin protocol considered in this paper, wherewe saw 0r is an n-particle pure state
undergoing unitary transformationU Us
n= Ä˜ . Imposing no other restrictions on 0r other than purity, wewant
to express Iab in terms of the generators ofUs, which are t iU Us s qº ¶ ¶a a† .We observe the relations
t 1 n 1t = Äa a Ä -( ) t1 1 n 2+ Ä Äa Ä -( ) t1... n 1+ + Ä aÄ -( ) (which has n terms altogether) and
t t 1 n 1t t = Äa b a b Ä -( ) t t 1 n 2+ Ä Äa b Ä -( ) t t1 1...n n1 1+ Ä Ä + +a bÄ - Ä -( ) ( ) t tÄ a b (which has n2 terms
altogether). These relations togetherwith standard trace equalities yield
I t t t t t t4Re tr tr 4 tr tr 4 tr tr tr tr .
11
i
n
i
i j
n
i j
i
n
i
j
n
j0
1
0
1
, 0
1
0
1
0å å å år r r r r= + Ä -ab a b a b a b
= ¹ = = =
⎛
⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟
⎛
⎝
⎜⎜
⎞
⎠
⎟⎟( ) ( ( ) ) ( ( )( )) ( ( ) ) ( ( ) )
( )
[ ] [ ] [ ] [ ]
Here the notation tr i j,[ ] denotes a trace over all particles except those particles labelled by positions i j, . The
ordering of i j, matters so that the reduced state tr j i, 0r( )[ ] corresponds to tr i j, 0r( )[ ] with a swap of the two
subsystems i and j. Interestingly, thismeans that the total Fisher information is dependent only on the one-
particle and two-particle reduced densitymatrices of 0r .
Our equation (11) holds for any unitaryUs. In a special instancewhenU iHexps = ( ), where H hq= åa a a
and ha is independent of unknownparameters qa, equation (11) agrees with [25].We also note that [24]
considers a closely-related casewhere the protocol incorporates an ancilla and 0r is symmetric.
2.3.3. Parameterisation
In section 2.1, we saw that the unitary operatorUs is sufﬁcient to describe a two-mode linear-optical process and
can be represented by a SU(2)matrix.We nowneed to deﬁne a parameterisation of this SU(2)matrix. This helps
us compute the quantumFisher information and Fisher informationmatrices in awaywhich allows us to
meaningfully quantify the corresponding notions of statistical information aboutUs. To this end, we can express
this parameterisation as a restriction on the generators ta{ } in the followingway.
Sincewe are performing a local parameter estimation ofUs, we can deﬁneUs in terms of a local expansion
about some knownunitary operatorUs
0( ). The higher precision towhich this expansion is known, the better
estimatewe have ofUs.Us is dependent only on the three unknown parameters qa{ }. LetUs 0( ) be deﬁned only in
terms of the three known parameters 0qa{ }( ) . To linear order, a Taylor expansion aboutUs 0( ) can bewritten
asU Us s
0 0q qºa a({ }) ({ })( ) ( ) i t1 m 00 q q- å -a q q a a=a a( )∣ ( )( )( ) .
One good parameterisation is where precision is independent of the particularUs
0( ), i.e., the value of the
initial guess forUs. This is achievedwhen t 0a q q=a a∣ ( ) is independent of 0qa{ }( ) , whichmeans ta is independent ofqa{ }. A natural decision is choosing ta{ } to be proportional to the Pauli spinmatrices sa{ } (wenote that this
parameterisationwas also adopted in [24] and provides simpliﬁcation of the analysis).Wewill call parameters
qa{ } satisfying t 2s=a a locally independent parameters.We adopt this terminology since in every local region
about someUs
0( ), the generators ta{ }are independent ofUs 0( ). This is not true inmore general parameterisations,
like the Euler angle parameterisation.
3.Optimal precision and conditions for optimal states
In this sectionwe demonstrate the necessary and sufﬁcient conditions our photonic-probe statesmust satisfy to
reach optimal precision andwe ﬁndwhat this optimal precision is. Our results also allow us to readily identify
these photonic states.
Reaching the optimal precision allowed by the quantumCramér-Rao inequality consists of two parts:
saturating the quantumCramér-Rao inequality and attaining the smallest value of the trace of the inverse
quantumFisher informationmatrix.We examine these conditions and their implications in sections 3.2 and
3.3, respectively.
We proceed by considering protocols for spin systems and deriving optimality results along similar lines to
[24] for ancilla-based protocols. Then utilising ourmapping introduced in section 2.1, we translate these results
in terms of photonic states and processes.Weﬁnd they lead to novel and important consequences for optical
metrologywhichwe explore.
We also showhow the spin-system analogue to our photonic unitary estimation protocol allows for amuch
wider class of optimal states than has been identiﬁed [25].
3.1.QuantumFisher informationmatrix for unitary estimation
The spin-system analogue to our unitary estimation protocol is represented inﬁgure 3. It begins with a n-particle
input state k x y z k0 , ,r r= =⨂ , where kr areN-particle input states. For a single run of the protocol, Iab is a sum
6
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of the quantumFisher informationmatrices with respect to each sub-protocol. Thus,
I I . 12
k x y z
k0
, ,
år r=ab ab
=
( ) ( ) ( )
This additivity condition follows from equation (9), the purity of 0r andU Us N3= Ä˜ .
The state 0r is in general not a symmetric state, while each kr is symmetric (see section 2.1). Thismeans all
partial traces of kr depend only on the number of subsystems traced out and not onwhich subsystem is traced
out. Therefore all one-particle reduced states of kr are identical andwe can deﬁne trk i k1r rº ( )[ ] [ ] for any i. All
two-particle reduced states are also identical andwe deﬁne trk i j k
2
,r rº ( )[ ] [ ] for any i j, where i j¹ . Applying
our locally independent parameterisation t 2sºa a in equations (11) and (12), the quantumFisher
informationmatrix for our protocol simpliﬁes to the form
I N N N NRe 2 tr 2 1 tr 2 tr tr , 13
k x y z
k k0 tot
1
tot
2 2
, ,
1 1år r s s r s s r s r s= + - Ä -ab a b a b a b
=
( ) { [ ( )]} ( ) ( ( )) ( ) ( ) ( )[ ] [ ] [ ] [ ]
where k x y z ktot
1
, ,
1r rº å =[ ] [ ] and k x y z ktot2 , , 2r rº å =[ ] [ ].
3.2. Saturating the quantumCramér-Rao inequality
Saturation of the quantumCramér-Rao inequality is a non-trivial constraint in themulti-parameter setting. For
pure states, it can be shown that a necessary and sufﬁcient condition to attain this saturation is to satisfy
Im tr 0r l l =q a b[ ( )] [27]. Since la are hermitian, this condition is equivalent to
tr , 0. 14r l l =q a b( [ ]) ( )
Following similar arguments as in section 2.3.2, for arbitrary U˜ and pure states U U0r r=q ˜ ˜ †, equation (14) is
equivalent to
tr , 0. 150r t t =a b( [ ]) ( )
For the scenario pictured in ﬁgure 3 withU U N3= Ä˜ we now obtain tr 0r t ta b( ) t ttr tri N i13 0r= å a b= [ ( )( )][ ] +
t ttr tri j
N
i j1
3
, 0rå Äa b¹ = [ ( )( )][ ] . Using k x y z k0 , ,r r= =⨂ , equation (15) thus reduces to
t ttr , 0. 16tot
1r =a b( [ ]) ( )[ ]
For the locally independent parameterisation this becomes tr , 0tot
1r s s =a b( [ ])[ ] , which is uniquely satisﬁed
when 1tot
1r µ[ ] .We canwrite b1 2z k x y z k k1 , ,r s= + å =[ ] where bk are constants. Then using h hx z1 1r r=[ ] [ ] † and
h hy c z c
1 1r r=[ ] [ ] †, where h 1 2 1 1
1 1
= -( )( )/ and h i i1 2 1 1c = -( )( )/ , weﬁnd b b13 2 x ytot1r = + + +( ) ([ ]
b b b b2z x z y x z zs s s+ + +) ( ) . Thus 13 2tot1r = ( )[ ] exactly when bk= 0 for all k x y z, ,= . Therefore a sufﬁcient
and necessary condition for the quantumCramér-Rao inequality to be saturated is
1
2
. 17z
1r = ( )[ ]
Wecan translate equation (17) into an equivalent condition on photonic states. Themost general pureN-
particle two-mode bosonic state in the Fock basis is
c M N M, . 18
M
N
M
0
åYñ = - ñ
=
∣ ∣ ( )
Suppose the state in equation (18) is in theHV basis.We canmap it into its spin state counterpart using
equation (1):
c
1
. 19
M
N
M
N
M
j
j
M N M
0 spin
0
å åxYñ ñ = P  ñ Ä  ñ
=
Ä Ä -
( )
∣ ⟷ ∣ (∣ ∣ ) ( )( )
We identify z
1r[ ]with the one-particle reduced state of 0 spinx ñ∣ . Again using equation (1), we canmap z1r[ ] to its
photonic counterpart 1r[ ] andﬁnd
N
c M c N M
c c N M M c c N M M
1
1, 0 1, 0 0, 1 0, 1
1 1, 0 0, 1 1 0, 1 1, 0 . 20
M
N
M
M
N
M
M
N
M M
M
N
M M
1
0
2
0
2
0
1
1
0
1
1* *
å å
å å
r = ´ ñá + - ñá
+ - + ñá + - + ñá
= =
=
-
+
=
-
+
⎡
⎣⎢
⎤
⎦⎥
∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ ( )∣ ∣
( )( ) ∣ ∣ ( )( ) ∣ ∣ ( )
[ ]
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Since a aáY Yñ=∣ ∣† c M N b bMN M0 2å = - áY Yñ= ∣ ∣ ∣ ∣† and abáY Yñ∣ ∣† c c N M M 1MN M M01 1*= å - +=- + ( )( ) ,
equation (20) can be simpliﬁed to
N
a a b b
N
ab a b
1
1, 0 1, 0 0, 1 0, 1
1
1, 0 0, 1 0, 1 1, 0 . 21
1r = áY Yñ ñá + áY Yñ ñá
+ áY Yñ ñá + áY Yñ ñá
( ∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ ∣)
( ∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ ∣) ( )
[ ] † †
† †
Thismeans the photonic equivalent to equation (17) is
1
2
0, 1 0, 1
1
2
1, 0 1, 0 . 221r = ñá + ñá∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ ( )[ ]
Thus, the conditions for saturating the quantumCramér-Rao inequality (i.e. maximally-mixed one-particle
densitymatrix) rewritten in the photonic form are
a a b b
N
a b ab
2
,
0 . 23
áY Yñ= áY Yñ =
áY Yñ= = áY Yñ
∣ ∣ ∣ ∣
∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ ( )
† †
† †
The condition a b 0áY Yñ =∣ ∣† corresponds to an absence ofﬁrst-order coherence for the state [43]. An
interpretation for an arbitrary state satisfying all the conditions of equation (23) is that the intensities in each
mode remain unaltered by any two-mode interferometer.
The conditions in equation (23) show thatNOON states (exceptN = 1) andHolland-Burnett states all
saturate the quantumCramér-Rao inequality. In fact, all states of the form M N M N M M, ,- ñ + - ñ∣ ∣
saturate the quantumCramér-Rao inequality, exceptwhen M N 1 2= ( ) (Yurke states for oddN [36]). The
Yurke states for evenN are N N N N1 2 2, 2 2 1, 2 1Yñ = ñ + + - ñ∣ ( )(∣ ∣ ) [37], which also do not
saturate the quantumCramér-Rao inequality.
The Fock states N , 0ñ∣ and N0, ñ∣ clearly violate theﬁrst equality in equation (23) and thus also do not
saturate the quantumCramér-Rao inequality. Using equation (13) for these states, weﬁnd I Ntr 3 41 =-( ) ( ),
which is shot-noise limited precision and agrees with known results in single-parameter estimation.
3.3.Optimal limit for the quantumCramér-Rao inequality
To obtain the optimal precision in our protocol, wemust ﬁnd the lowest attainable value of Itr 1-( ). For this, we
needﬁrst an argument from [24] for the general formof I for optimal states.We beginwith theCauchy-Schwarz
inequality, which implies 19 tr 2= ( ) I Itr 212 12= -[ ( )] I Itr tr 1 -( ) ( ). Theminimumvalue of Itr 1 min-( )∣ occurs
when theCauchy-Schwarz inequality is saturated, or
I I
I
tr tr
9
tr
. 241 1 min= =- -( ) ( )∣ ( ) ( )
This requires I dµab ab . Nextwe note that the saturation condition 1 2z1r =[ ] must also be satisﬁed for optimal
0r , and the general formof I 0rab ( ) from equation (13) then becomes
I N N2 3 1 tr . 250 tot
2r d r s s= + - Äab ab a b( ) [ ( ) [ ( )]] ( )[ ]
Inserting condition I dµab ab into equation (25) yields
tr . 26tot
2r s s dÄ µa b ab[ ( )] ( )[ ]
We identify the class of states tot
2r[ ] satisfying equation (26) as follows. For the general formof tot2r[ ] wewrite
tot
2r[ ] h h h hz z2 2r r= + Ä Ä( ) ( )[ ] [ ] h h h hc c z c c2r+ Ä Ä( ) ( )[ ] † † .We can expand z2r[ ] in the basis of Pauli operators
as 1 1 4z
2r = Ä( )[ ] cj k x y z jk j k, , , s s+ å Ä= ( ), where c cjk kj= by the symmetry of z2r[ ].We also note that the
requirement for 1 2z
1r =[ ] eliminates contributions from terms in 1js Ä and 1 ksÄ .
The operators h hÄ and h hc cÄ act to permute off-diagonal terms of z2r[ ] ( j k¹ or change sign for cjk).
From equation (26) it can be readily veriﬁed that since the off-diagonal contributions to tot
2r[ ] must be zero, the
off-diagonal contributions to z
2r[ ]must also disappear, i.e., c 0jk = for j k¹ . From equation (26) it also follows
that c cxx yy= . Thus for the diagonal terms of tot2r[ ] we ﬁnd
K1 13 4 , 27
k x y z
k ktot
2
, ,
år s s= Ä + Ä
=
( ) ( ) ( )[ ]
where K c c2 xx zz= +( ). Inserting equation (27) into equation (25), weﬁnd I N K N2 3 4 1 d= + -ab ab( ( )) .
From the optimality condition in equation (24) thismeans optimal states should be those thatmaximiseK. Since
the eigenvalues of tot
2r[ ] are K3 4 + and K3 4 3- , themaximumvalue ofK formaintaining physical states
(i.e., eigenvalues range from0 to 3) is K 1 4= . Optimal states are therefore those satisfying
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c c
1 1
4
1
2
1
4
. 28z zz x x y y zz z z
2r s s s s s s= Ä + - Ä + Ä + Ä⎜ ⎟⎛⎝
⎞
⎠( ) ( )
[ ]
For these optimal states, we have from equation (25) that I N N2 2 d= +ab ab( ) , which implies
I
N N
tr
3
2 2
. 291 min = +ab
-( )∣
( )
( )
We remark that this displaysHeisenberg scaling I Ntr 1 2~ab- -( ) ( ), signalling a quantum advantage inmulti-
parameter estimation.
Following a similar derivation as in section 3.2, we can convert equation (28) to its photonic counterpart
using equation (1)
c c
1
4
2, 0 2, 0 0, 2 0, 2 2
1
4
1, 1 1, 1 . 30zz zz2r = + ñá + ñá + - ñá⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟⎛⎝
⎞
⎠
⎛
⎝
⎞
⎠(∣ ∣ ∣ ∣) ∣ ∣ ( )[ ]
For the general photonic state Yñ∣ in equation (18), the equivalent photonic state to z2r[ ] is
N N
a a a a
b b b b a a b b
a b a b
a b b b a b b b
a b a a a b a a
1
1
1 2, 0 2, 0
1 0, 2 0, 2 2 1, 1 1, 1
0, 2 2, 0 2, 0 0, 2
2 1 0, 2 1, 1 2 1 1, 1 0, 2
2 1, 1 2, 0 2 2, 0 1, 1 . 31
2
2 2 2 2
r = - ´ áY - Yñ ñá
+ áY - Yñ ñá + áY Yñ ñá
+ áY Yñ ñá + áY Yñ ñá
+ áY - Yñ ñá + áY - Yñ ñá
+ áY Yñ ñá + áY Yñ ñá
( )
[ ∣( )( )∣ ∣ ∣
∣( )( )∣ ∣ ∣ ∣( )( )∣ ∣ ∣
∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ ∣( ) ∣ ∣ ∣
∣( )( )∣ ∣ ∣ ∣(( )( )) ∣ ∣ ∣
∣( )( )∣ ∣ ∣ ∣(( )( )) ∣ ∣ ∣] ( )
[ ] † †
† † † †
† † †
† † † † †
† † † † †
Comparing equations (30) and(31), the necessary and sufﬁcient conditions for a state to be optimal (i.e.,
achieving the optimal quantumCramér-Rao inequality) can bewritten succinctly as
a a b b
N
a aa a b bb b
a b a a ab a a bb a b bb
2
,
,
0 . 32
áY Yñ= áY Yñ =
áY Yñ= áY Yñ
áY Yñ= = áY Yñ = áY Yñ = áY Yñ
∣ ∣ ∣ ∣
∣ ∣ ∣ ∣
∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ ( )
† †
† † † †
† † † † † † †
Weobserve thatwhile the saturation of theCramér-Rao inequality depends only on the ﬁrst-order correlations,
the optimality conditions also depend on the second-order correlations a a abáY Yñ∣ ∣† † , a a bbáY Yñ∣ ∣† † and
a b bbáY Yñ∣ ∣† † . This is related to the observation that in the corresponding spin system, the optimality condition is
also a contraint on the two-particle reduced state, not only the one-particle reduced state.
Using equation (32), it can easily be shown that optimal states include all Holland-Burnett states and states of
the form M N M N M M, ,- ñ + - ñ∣ ∣ (includingNOON states) exceptwhen M N 1 2= ( ) (e.g. Yurke
states, which do not saturate the quantumCramér-Rao inequality) andwhen M N 2 1=  (e.g. NOON state
whenN = 2 is sub-optimal).
3.4. Comparison to alternative protocols
To compare the performance of our protocol with related proposals in the literature, we now consider the
general scenario inwhich an arbitrary probe state 0r withN particles can be repeatedly prepared, and used to
obtain an estimate to an unknownunitaryUs. For this we adapt the arguments in sections 3.2 and 3.3 to compute
the optimal precision achievable using different choices for 0r , which includes the possibility of a collective
measurement on allN particles of the stateU US
N
S
N
0rÄ Ä† for each run of the protocol.We note that that the
ability to prepare arbitrary 0r here is comparable to the ability in our protocol to prepare each of optimal xr , yr
and zr withN particles ( xr , yr and zr are used for a third of the totalmeasurements each). The spin versions of
optimal xr , yr and zr wehave discussed (e.g., spin analogues ofHolland-Burnett andNOON states under local
rotations) are all entangled. This is similar to the situation in single-parameter estimation using entangled states
of spins or qubits, for which it is well known that entanglement in the probe state plays a critical role in achieving
supersensitivity [44].
To consider the case of arbitrary probe states for unitary estimation,wemust nowmodify our earlier deﬁnitions
of the one and two-particle reduced states to account for states 0r which arenot symmetric.Wedeﬁne the ‘averaged’
one-particle reduced state of 0r as 01r˜[ ] N1 triN i1 0r= å =( ) ( )[ ] and the ‘averaged’ two-particle reduced state of 0r as
0
2r˜[ ] N N1 1= -[ ( ( ))] tr tri jN i j j i, 0 , 0r rå +> [ ( ) ( )][ ] [ ] . Saturationof the quantumCramér-Raobound in
equation (15) then reduces to tr ,0r t ta b( [ ]) N 2 tr , 001r s s= =a b( ) ( ˜ [ ])[ ] . By the same argument in section 3.2,
this implies that 1 20
1r =˜ [ ] .Now thequantumFisher informationmatrix for a generalN-particle probe state
satisfying this condition takes the form I 0rab ( ) N N2 1d= + -ab[ ( )] tr 02r s sÄa b[ ˜ ( )][ ] , using equation (11).
Optimality requires Ia dµb ab and this implies the constraint tr 02r s sÄa b[ ˜ ( )][ ] adµ b , similar to equation (26).
Since 1 20
1r =˜ [ ] and 02r˜[ ] is symmetrisedbydeﬁnition, the optimality constraint restricts
9
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K
1 1
4
. 33
x y z
0
2
, ,
år s s= Ä + Ä
a
a a
=
˜ ( )[ ]
Therefore I N K N2 1 4 1a d= + -b ab[ ( )] .Maximumprecision comes frommaximisingK for physical states
(i.e. the eigenvalues for 0
2r˜[ ] lie between 0 and 1). Since the eigenvalues of 02r˜[ ] are K1 4 + and K1 4 3- , the
maximum is at K 1 12= . Thus the optimal precision is I N Ntr 9 2 21 min = +ab-( )∣ [ ( )]. Note that if we used a
separable state of N3 particles instead of a singleN-particle state, this reduces precision to
I N Ntr 3 2 21 min = +ab-( )∣ [ ( )]. It is also clear from the dependence of I 0rab ( ) on the symmetrised quantities
0
1r˜[ ] and 02r˜[ ] that there is no advantage to choices for 0r which are not symmetric. Since the symmetric state
probes are those that can correspond to photonic states, this implies that spin protocols do not have an advantage
over photonic protocols in terms of achieving optimal precision.
We can also compare one round of our protocol with the use of a single entangled probe state 0r of N3 spin
particles.We can use the same argument in section 3.2 to derive the optimal precision in the latter case.Now the
quantumFisher informationmatrix takes the form I N N2 3 3 3 1 tr0 0
2r d r s s= + - Äab ab a b( ) [ ( ) [ ( )][ ] , using
equation (11), which contains extra contributions to the tr 0
2r s sÄa b[ ( )][ ] term compared to equation (25).
These come from correlations in 0r that do not exist when x y z0r r r r= Ä Ä . The precision thus achievable
would be I N Ntr 3 2 3 21 min = +ab-( )∣ [ ( )]. This represents better precision but requires additional preparation
resources. On the other hand, when the restriction ismade that probe states can only be preparedwith
correlations on up toN spin particles, the optimal precision using our protocol versus repeated use of a single
type of probe state is the same, with I N Ntr 3 2 21 min = +ab-( )∣ [ ( )]when N3 spin particles are used. Note that
whatever protocol is used, the Fisher information analysis here can reliably predict precision onlywhen large
number ofmeasurements are used (roughly 100ʼs ofmeasurements would typically be used for each estimate of
Us). In this large number limit, the precision scaling for both are similar.
Nowwe turn to optimal probe states, assuming that they can only be preparedwith correlations on up toN
spin particles.We have shown for our protocol that any probe statewhose two-particle reduced state in the z-
basis obeys equation (28) can achieve optimal precision.However, if an alternative protocol is usedwith only
one symmetric input state, as proposed in the recent protocol in [25], the stricter equation (33)must be obeyed.
An example of such a state given in [25] is i x y z i
N
i
N
, , s så + ñ + - ñ= Ä Ä(∣ ∣ )where is ñ∣ are the±eigenstates of
the Paulimatrics, in the largeN limit or whenN is amultiple of 8. For the analogous photonic protocol, these
probe states are superpositions ofNOON states with respect to the polarisation basesHV,DA andRL,
respectively.
Another way of satisfying equation (33) is given in [24] and uses protocols which allow for additional
correlations between the probe state 0r withN spin particles and an ancilla state i ancñ∣ (which does not interact
with the unknownunitary). The optimal precision I N Ntr 3 2 21 min = +ab-( )∣ [ ( )] is the same as abovewithN-
spin probe states. In [24], it is argued that all states proportional to s ii
B
i
N
0
1
ancå ñ Ä ñ=- Ä∣ ∣ satisfy equation (33)
whenever the states s s, , B0 1ñ ñ-{∣ ∣ } for the probe satisﬁes
B s s1 i
B
i i0
1 2 2å ñ á=- Ä Ä( ) ∣ ∣ 1 1 4 1 12 x y z, , s s= Ä + å Äa a a=( ) ( ) (also known as a 2-design) and the states
B0 , , 1anc ancñ - ñ{∣ ∣ } for the ancilla are orthonormal. This is true for the Pauli basis where s x0 sñ = ñ∣ ∣ ,
s x1 sñ = - ñ∣ ∣ , s y2 sñ = ñ∣ ∣ , s y3 sñ = - ñ∣ ∣ , s z4 sñ = ñ∣ ∣ and s z5 sñ = - ñ∣ ∣ . Another example is given by the
tetrahedral basis, such as s 00ñ = ñ∣ ∣ , s i1 3 0 1 2 6 11ñ = ñ - + ñ∣ ( )∣ ( )∣ ,
s i1 3 0 1 2 6 12ñ = ñ + - ñ∣ ( )∣ ( )∣ , and s i1 3 0 2 3 13ñ = ñ + ñ∣ ( )∣ ∣ . In addition, [24] presents
generalisations to higher-spin particles. Our photon-spinmapping deﬁned in section 2.1 also generalises, and
the results in [24] for higher-spin particles can therefore be directly translated to systemswhich use photonic
states to probe linear-optical unitaries on 2> modes.
Finally we note that for any optimal choices for xr , yr and zr in our protocol, whichmust satisfy
equation (28), the state 1 3 0 0 1 1 2 2x y zanc anc ancr r rÄ ñá + Ä ñá + Ä ñá( )( ∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ ) for the ancilla-assisted
protocol automatically satisﬁes equation (33) and achieves the same precision. In particular this shows that
collectivemeasurements extending over N3 particles in our protocol (i.e., onU US
N
x S
NrÄ Ä† ,U US N y S NrÄ Ä† and
U US
N
z S
NrÄ Ä† together) cannot further improve the achievable precision.
4. Linear-optical protocols using photon counting
Our previous analysis identiﬁes the input states necessary for optimality. However, it does not indicate which
projectivemeasurements can be used to achieve this optimality. Here we focus onmeasurements that can be
implemented in linear-optical experiments. In single-parameter estimation,Holland-Burnett andNOON states
displayHeisenberg scaling using photon-number-countingmeasurements. In this section, weﬁnd the precision
achieved by general product states (which includeHolland-Burnett states) and N 2, 3= NOONstates using
photon-number-countingmeasurements.
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4.1. Fisher information for photon-number-countingmeasurements
Consider the situationwherein the photonic state c M N M,M
N
M0Yñ = å - ñ=∣ ∣ in the Fock basis is used to
probe an unknown linear-optical unitaryU, with photon-number-countingmeasurements on eachmode at the
output. The probability of detecting the ﬁnal state in the number state M N M,d d- ñ∣ is M N M U,d d 2á - Yñ∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ ,
whereMd is an integer M N0 d  . These probability distributions for M N0, ,d =  uniquely determine the
Fisher informationmatrix.
Explicit forms for theprobability distributions canbeobtainedusing the Schwinger representation.This
representation identiﬁes J a b ab 2x = +( )† † , J a b ab i2y = -( ) ( )† † and J a a b b 2z = -( )† † , where Jx, Jy, Jz are
the angularmomentumoperators acting on spin-j states along the x y z, , bases.The Schwinger representation
thereforemaps thephotonic state M N M, - ñ∣ to a spin-j statewithquantumnumberm, representedby6 j m, ñ∣ ,
where j N 2= andm M N 2= - . For convenience,wewriteU in termsof theEuler angle decomposition
U i J i J i Jexp exp expz y z1 2 3y y y= ( ) ( ) ( ), where 1y , 2y and 3y areEuler angles. Thus, given a knownoutput state
j m, dñ∣ , wherem M N 2d d= - , the probability distribution M N M U,d d 2á - Yñ∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ canbe expressed as a
functionof the threeEuler angles. It becomes P m c e d, , ,d m j
j
m
i m m
m m
j
1 2 3 , 2
2d
d
3 1y y y y= å y y=- +( ) ∣ ( )∣( ) .Here
d j m i J j m, exp ,m m
j
d y, 2 2d y yº á ñ( ) ∣ ( )∣ are theWignerd-matrices (for a derivationof these see [45], noting a
different convention).
In our protocol, there are three types of input states andmeasurements corresponding to different
polarisation basesHV,DA andRL. The corresponding Fisher informationmatrices are denoted FHV, FDA and
FRL, respectively. Due to the additivity condition in [33], the total Fisher informationmatrix is a sumof all three
contributions FHV, FDA and FRL.
Wecan relateFDA andFRL toFHVbyobservinghow theprobability distributionwith respect toDA (denoted
PDA) andRL (denotedPRL) canbe transformed into theprobability distributionwith respect toHV (denotedPHV)by
a change inEuler angles. Suppose , ,1 2 3y y y{ } are theEuler angles corresponding to the transformationwith respect
to theHV basis. Thenwe canwrite P m j m U j m U P, , , , ,DA d d DA DA d HV HV HV1 2 3 2 2y y y º á Yñ = á ¢ Yñ º( ) ∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ ∣
m , , ,d 1 2 3y y y¢ ¢ ¢( )whereU i J i J i Jexp exp expz y z1 2 3y y y¢ = ¢ ¢ ¢( ) ( ) ( ). Thus theEuler angles , ,1 2 3y y y¢ ¢ ¢{ }are deﬁnedby
P m P m, , , , , ,HV d DA d1 2 3 1 2 3y y y y y y¢ ¢ ¢ =( ) ( ). Similarly, theEuler angles , ,1 2 3y y y  { }are deﬁned
by P m P m, , , , , ,HV d RL d1 2 3 1 2 3y y y y y y   =( ) ( ).
We deﬁnematricesW ¢ andW byW y y¢ º ¶ ¢ ¶ab a b andW y y º ¶  ¶ab a b. Therefore,
F W F W
F W F W
, , , ,
, , , , . 34
DA T HV
RL T HV
1 2 3 1 2 3
1 2 3 1 2 3
y y y y y y
y y y y y y
= ¢ ¢ ¢ ¢ ¢
= ¢¢    
( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )
For practical purposes including computing probability distributions and performing estimation fromdata,
it is convenient to use the Euler angle parameters (or any other simple parameterisation). However, we have seen
that locally independent parameters are better suited to quantifying precision.
We can transform the Fisher informationmatrix in the Euler parameterisation FEuler into the locally
independent parameterisation (with parameters , ,1 2 3q q q{ }) by F J F JT Euler= , wherematrix J is deﬁned as
J y qº ¶ ¶ab a b. Since the locally independent parameters are deﬁned by t 2msºa , we can ﬁnd J using
t iU
U
J
2
. 35s
k
s
k
kås y= =
¶
¶
a a a ( )†
The last term in equation (35) can be computed by replacingUswith itsmatrix representation (see
appendix A), expressed in its Euler angle decomposition as i i iexp 2 exp 2 exp 2z y z1 2 3 y s y s y s= ( ) ( ) ( ).
Since the optimal precision is characterised by Ftr 1-( ), weﬁnd F VFtr tr1 Euler1=- -( ) ( ), where
V J J
1
2
1 0 cos
0 1 0
cos 0 1
. 36T1 1
2
2
y
y
= =- -
⎛
⎝
⎜⎜
⎞
⎠
⎟⎟( )
( )
( )
( )
V becomes a simple rescaling factor around 22y p=  . Thuswe expect theEuler parameters tobehave similarly
to locally independent parameters around ,1 2y y{ 2, 3p y=  }. Supposewedenote inﬁnitesimal deviation
fromtheseEuler angles by , ,1 2 3dy dy dy{ }. ThenU , 2s 1 1y dy p+  +( U, ,s2 3 3 1 2dy y dy y y+ =) (
R i12, 2z x3 1p y dy s  +) († i i R2 2y z z2 3dy s dy s+ ) where R iexp 2z z3y s= ( ) is a rotation actingon the
generators. Since the sign changes andﬁxed rotationRzpreserve the essential features of the locally independent
parameterisation, this conﬁrms that Euler parameterisation is equivalent to locally independentparameterisationup
to a scaling factor.
We also note that Vdet sin 82 2y=( ) ( ) , which goes to zero at points 02y = and 2y p=  . Thus, at these
points, the inverse Fisher informationwith respect to the Euler parameterisation diverges. This can happen
when one cannot gather any information about any one (ormore) parameter(s). For instance, when 02y = ,
6
See [45] for a derivation.
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U iexp 2s z1 3y y s= +( ( ) ). Here one is estimating only two parameters 1 3y y+ and 02y = instead of three
parameters. Similarly when y p=  , one is estimating two parameters 3 1y y- and 2y p=  instead of three
parameters, sinceU i iexp 2 exp 2s y z3 1p s y y s=  -( ( ) ) ( ( ) ). However, this singularity is an artiﬁcial product
of the Euler parameterisation and not essential to the estimation protocol. Other parameterisations will lead to
singularities at different points. To distinguish these artiﬁcial singularities from genuine singularities thatmight
arise from actual limitations of the estimation scheme, we can use alternative choices of parameterisation.
The tools in this section are sufﬁcient toﬁnd the optimal precision possible in our protocol when using
photon-number-countingmeasurements andN-photon probe states.
4.2. Product states
Wenow examine the precision achievable by product states M N M, - ñ∣ using photon-number-counting
measurements. In single-parameter estimation, the Fisher information is F N M N M2single = + -( ),
corresponding toU i Jexps y2y= ( ) for ﬁxed 01 3y y= = [10]. This ismaximised forHolland-Burnett states
(i.e., M N 2= ), where F N N 2 2single = +( ) . Formulti-parameter estimation using product states, the Fisher
informationmatrix F , ,HV 1 2 3y y y( ) has only one non-zero element, FHV22 2y( ), since the probability
distributions using product states depend on 2y , but not 1y or 3y . Hence, the scaling of Ftr 1-( ) can be shown,
using equation (34), to be equivalent to that of single-parameter estimation, where
F
F
VWtr
1
tr . 371
single
1=- -( ) ( ˜ ) ( )
Here thematrix W˜ is deﬁned byW W W W W2 2 2 2 2 2d d= + ¢ ¢ +  ab a b a b a b˜ . It captures the effect of the three sets of
polarisation bases used and is independent of the input state. Thematrix W˜ can be easily computed using
cos 2 cos 2 cos2 2
2
2
2
1y y y¢ = +( ) ( ) (( 2 sin 2 sin 23 2 2 2 1 3y y y y+ -) ) ( ) (( ) ) and
cos 2 cos 2 cos 22 2
2
2
2
1 3y y y y = + +( ) ( ) (( ) ) sin 2 cos 22 2 2 1 3y y y-( ) (( ) ).
Our numerical simulations show theminimumvalue of VWtr 1-( ˜ ) to be 3/2. This indicates thatHolland-
Burnett states are the only product states under photon-number-countingmeasurements that achieve an
identical scaling inNwith the theoretical optimal in equation (29), with theminimum
F N Ntr 3 21 = +-( ) ( ( )). However, this is a factor of two higher than the predicted value for optimal
measurements. It is interesting to compare to single-parameter estimation, where the optimal precision for
Holland-Burnett states do not in fact share exactly the same scaling inN as the theoretical optimal scaling
of N1 2.
Holland-Burnett states are thus strong candidates for practical implementation of our protocol. Aswell as
providing near-optimal precision using photon-number-countingmeasurements, they aremore
experimentally accessible thanNOON states for N 2> [46] and also performbetter in the presence of
photon loss.
We also observe that the precision inmulti-parameter estimation Ftr 1-( ) is dependent on the parameters of
the unknownunitary. This is different to single-parameter estimation forHolland-Burnett states, where the
Fisher information is independent of the unknown parameter.We can see this dependence by ﬁrst noting the
positions of theminima, which occur at , , 0, 2, 21 2 3y y y p p=  { } { }, 2, 2, 0p p { },
, 2, 2p p p { }, 3 2, 2, 0p p { }. Theseminima occur at 22y p=  , where the Euclidean
parameterisation coincideswith the locally independent parameterisation. If we takeU
a ib c id
c id a ibs
= + +- + -⎜ ⎟
⎛
⎝
⎞
⎠,
where a b c d, , , Î R and a b c d 12 2 2 2+ + + = , then theminima occurwhen a b c d 1 2= = = =∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ .
This coincides with the results found in [11] that use process ﬁdelity instead of Fisher information.
We can examine the dependence of Ftr 1-( ) onU a ib c id
c id a ibs
= + +- + -⎜ ⎟
⎛
⎝
⎞
⎠ by showing how VWtr
1-( ˜ ) changes
with respect to unitaries that are near theminimal unitary u a b c d, , , 1 2, 1 2, 1 2, 1 2min = ={ } { } (i.e.,
the unitarywhere Ftr 1-( ) attains its lowest value). Unitaries near umin can be accessed from umin through
different paths in the a b c d, , ,{ }parameter space. Each point along a path represents a different unitary wewant
to estimate andwe can study the behaviour of VWtr 1-( ˜ ) at each unitary along each path.We can deﬁne suchﬁve
paths P p pi i il l lº( ) ( ) ∣∣ ( )∣∣where i 1, 2, 3, 4, 5= and each path is parameterised by 0, 1l Î [ ] in the
followingway: p u , 0, 0, 01 min l= - { }, p u , 0, , 02 min l l= - { }, p u , 0.7 , , 03 min l l l= - { },
p u 0.7 , , 0.7 , 04 min l l l= - { }and p u , , , 05 min l l l= - { }. See ﬁgure 4 for a plot showing how VWtr 1-( ˜ )
changes along pi l( ). There are two divergences that occur at 0.5l = and 0.5 0.7l = , which correspond to at
least one of a b c d, , , having value zero.
Dependence of the Fisher information on the unitarymatrix itself is in fact common in single-parameter
estimationwhennot dealingwith so-called path-symmetric states (which includeHolland-Burnett andNOON
states [47]) orwhen the effects of experimental imperfections are accounted for. Adaptive schemes such as in
[48, 49] can be used to optimise precision given these dependencies.
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4.3. NOONstates
Wenow examine the precision achieved by N 2, 3= NOONstates under photon-number-counting
measurements.We restrict our attention to small-NNOONstates since proposed schemes for efﬁcient
generation of large-NNOONstates achieveﬁdelity considerably less than 1 [50] 7, or require feedforward
[51, 52]which is technically-challenging. Although all large-N quantum states with high phase sensitivity are
very sensitive to photon losses, the problem is particularly acute forNOON states, for which the loss of a single
photon due to losses acting independently on bothmodes causes a complete loss of phase sensitivity.
Weﬁnd Ftr 1-( ) forN=2 andN=3NOON states by directly computing FHV, FDA and FRL from the
corresponding probability distributions. Plots for Ftr 1-( ) along the paths Pi l( ) for theN=2NOON state are
given in ﬁgure 5 and for theN=3NOON state inﬁgure 6.
For the case ofN=2, we note that although a unitaryUs= hc can be used to convert theHolland-Burnett
state into theNOON state, this transformation does not commutewith h, used for theDA polarisation-basis
measurement. Hence, the general behaviour of the precision computed for the two states should be expected to
be quite different.
Numerical investigation based on a random search over 1000Haar-randommatrices (that represent unitary
transformationswewant to estimate) yields aminimum Ftr 0.3771 =-( ) forN=2NOON states. This is very
close to theN=2Holland-Burnett state with Ftr 0.3751 =-( ) . Neither of these states are optimal which
requires Ftr 0.18751 =-( ) .
A similar search forN=3NOON states yields aminimum Ftr 0.1671 =-( ) . This is slightly better precision
than the value 0.2, which is given forN=3 by the formula N N3 2+( ) (which applies forHolland-Burnett
states with evenN). Note that the optimal value Ftr 0.11 =-( ) is not achieved.
Thus the optimality ofN=2 andN=3NOON states together with photon-number-counting
measurements for single-parameter estimation no longer holds true in themulti-parameter estimation protocol
that we consider. Furthermore, the best achievable precision by theseNOON states is similar to that achievable
usingHolland-Burnett states.
4.4.N= 2, 3 states and photon-number-countingmeasurements
It is interesting to consider if there existN= 2, 3 states which can reach the optimal bound on precision in
equation (29) using photon-number-countingmeasurements. ForN=2, theHolland-Burnett state is the only
state whose precision saturates the optimal bound in equation (29) for generalmeasurements and forN=3, the
NOON state is the only such optimal state (see appendix B). Due to the results in 4.2 and 4.3, thismeans that
there is noN= 2, 3 state that can saturate the optimal precision using photon-number-countingmeasurements.
However, theremay still exist states that can performbetter thanHolland-Burnett andNOON states under
photon-number-countingmeasurements only. It is interesting to explore the precision attained by these states,
Figure 4.Behaviour of VWtr 1-( ˜ ) forﬁve different families of unitaries along paths Pi l( ) (where i 1, 2, 3, 4, 5= )with respect toλ,
in the a b c d, , ,{ }parameter space forU a ib c id
c id a ibs
= + +- + -⎜ ⎟
⎛
⎝
⎞
⎠. The paths P1 l( ) (black) and P2 l( ) (green) give near identical
VWtr 1-( ˜ )with a divergence at 0.5l = . The paths P3 l( ) (orange) and P4 l( ) (blue) also give near identical VWtr 1-( ˜ )with two
divergences, at 0.5l = and 0.5 0.7l = (vertical dashed black). The path P5 l( ) (red) does not pass through any divergences and
always remains close to theminimumvalue of VWtr 3 21 =-( ˜ ) (horizontal dashed black). See text formore details.
7
Wenote that theﬁdelities achieved in the scheme in [50] aremore than 90% forNOONcomponents with high photon number.
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butﬁnding these states and simulating their precision is difﬁcult. It requires the computation of 18 independent
terms for the Fisher informationmatrix (each of which is dependent onmulti-photon statistics), that
correspond to three independentmeasurements. From the examples ofHolland-Burnett andNOON states, we
have seen that there is also a high sensitivity of the precision on the unitary and the task for optimising over
randomunitaries is already complicated even for any givenN= 2, 3 state. Furthermore, there are no known
methods for generating arbitrary states withﬁxed total photon number in linear-opticalmeasurements
(especially for N 2> ). If aN=3 state with better precision under photon-number-countingmeasurements
were found, itmay be difﬁcult to experimentally generate. This is similar to the case in single-parameter
estimation, where in general there are only limited cases when an experimentally-motivatedmeasurement does
saturate the quantumCramér-Rao bound.
We also note that, for arbitraryN, the precision Ftr 1-( ) forHolland-Burnett states under photon-number-
countingmeasurements only differs from the optimal precision by a factor of 2. Therefore, practical
considerationsmaymakeHolland-Burnett statesmore desirable to use over other possible states, which in
Figure 5.Behaviour of Ftr 1-( ) for four different families of unitaries along paths Pi l( ) (where i 1, 3, 4, 5= )with respect toλ, in the
a b c d, , ,{ }parameter space forU a ib c id
c id a ibs
= + +- + -⎜ ⎟
⎛
⎝
⎞
⎠, forN=2NOON state. Ftr 1-( ) is given for trajectories p1 l( ) (black),
p3 l( ) (orange), p4 l( ) (blue) and p5 l( ) (red). Ftr 1-( ) is ill-conditioned along p2 l( ), and so this trajectory is not shown. A lower
bound for precision for all the trajectories is given by Ftr 0.3751 =-( ) , which is shared by theN=2Holland-Burnett state (horizontal
dashed black). Points where at least one of a, b ,c, dhave value zero are indicated at 0.5l = and 0.5 0.7l = (vertical dashed black),
revealing differences in the locations of some divergent behaviour compared to theN=2Holland-Burnett state in ﬁgure 4.
Figure 6.Behaviour of Ftr 1-( ) for four different families of unitaries along paths Pi l( ) (where i 1, 3, 4, 5= )with respect toλ, in the
a b c d, , ,{ }parameter space forU a ib c id
c id a ibs
= + +- + -⎜ ⎟
⎛
⎝
⎞
⎠, forN=3NOON state. The paths P1 l( ) (black) and P5 l( ) (red) stay near
Ftr 0.1671 =-( ) (horizontal dashed black). The path P3 l( ) (orange) stays close to Ftr 0.1671 =-( ) except near a divergence at
0.5l = (vertical dashed black). The path P4 l( ) (blue) exhibits a divergence at 0.5 0.7l = (vertical dashed black). Ftr 1-( ) is ill-
conditioned along thewhole path P2 l( ) and is not pictured.
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principle providemarginally better performance butwhichwould bemore difﬁcult to generate.WhileHolland-
Burnett andNOON states are not optimal under photon-number-countingmeasurements, it is an interesting
question for future investigationwhat kinds ofmeasurements are optimal for these states. However, it is unclear
if there are any ‘simple’ optimalmeasurements, as there are few experimentally available options other than
photon-number-countingmeasurements.
5. Summary and outlook
In summary, we have developed a formalism to study quantum-enhanced SU(2)-estimation usingN-particle
photonic states.We have derived easy-to-use, necessary and sufﬁcient conditions that these photonic statesmust
satisfy to achieve the optimal precision in SU(2)-estimation.We also interpreted these results in terms of photon
interferometry. Our results showed some key differences betweenmulti-parameter and single-parameter
estimation.
We found that, unlike single-parameter estimation (without loss and decoherence), Holland-Burnett states
andNOON states provide a strongly unitary-dependent precision,making adaptivemeasurements essential.
Holland-Burnett states are optimal, although they are only near optimal using photon-number-counting
measurements. ThismakesHolland-Burnett states experimentally preferable to high-NNOONstates which are
difﬁcult to generate. In addition,N=2 andN=3NOON states do not achieve optimal precision under
photon-number-countingmeasurements.
Our results clearly showhowmulti-parameter estimation is not a simple generalisation of single-parameter
estimation and thus invites further theoretical study.
By using amapping between photonic and spin systems, we have argued how to relatemulti-parameter
estimation schemes for photonic and spin systems. As aﬁrst application, we have shownhow the spin analogue
to our photonic protocol allowsmore optimal states than an earlier proposal for spin systems. Themappingwe
have describedwill potentially inform improvements for future protocols for both systems.
Extending our results tomore practically important schemes presents some exciting challenges. For
example, the use ofmulti-mode squeezed states and homodynemeasurements could potentially enable
quantum enhancement for unitary estimation at high-N. Extensions of the general approach in this paper to SU
(d) estimation for d 2> mayhave implications for quantum computingmodels like boson sampling. An
important question for future study is how the potential for quantum-enhanced precision changes for non-
unitary processes that include the effects of photon loss and decoherence. This question has been a focal point
for work on single-parameter estimation in recent years. In particular, theHeisenberg limit has been largely
superseded by revised scaling laws that account for imperfections andwhich revealmuch-reduced potential for
supersensitivity using non-classical probe states [53].
Furthermore, there aremany alternative notions of quantum enhancement compared to the one used in this
paper, that should be considered for different applications with speciﬁc restrictions on physical resources. In
particular, recent work on single-parameter estimation shows the importance of critically comparing the
performance of single andmulti-pass protocols using non-classical and classical probe states where there is a
requirement tomaximise precision per absorbed photon, as is key whenmeasuring fragile samples [54].
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AppendixA. Photonic to spin systemmapping
Using themapping in equation (1)we can describe a transformation of the two-mode photonic state under
unitary operatorU in terms of the evolution ofN spin-1/2 particles. Let each spin-1/2 particle transformunder
the 2×2 unitarymatrix represented by. Then andU are related by
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whereU is conﬁned to a linear-optical process. Here can be interpreted as acting on a single-photon state.
We beginwith the correspondence between the creation operators of the photonic and spin states a a« † †,
b a« † † fromourmapping. Thus, after unitary evolution, we have the correspondence
Ua U a= ˜† † † U a U as s« º ˜† † † andUb U b= ˜† † † U as« † U as º ˜† †, whereUs is the unitary operator acting on
the spin degrees of freedom. Toﬁnd the correspondence betweenUs andU, we can see from equation (A.1) that
U Ua U1, 0 0, 0ñ = ñ∣ ∣† † a b0, 0 0, 0a b= ñ + ñ∣ ∣† † a b«  ñ +  ñ∣ ∣ U a Us s= † † U a U0 0s sñ = ñ =  ñ∣ ∣ ∣† and
U Ub U0, 1 0, 0ñ = ñ∣ ∣† † a b0, 0 0, 0g d= ñ + ñ∣ ∣† † Usg d«  ñ +  ñ =  ñ∣ ∣ ∣ . Therefore we canwrite
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Wecanﬁnd amatrix representation forUs by choosing a representation for the spin eigenstates
1
0
, 0
1
. A.3 ñ º  ñ º( ) ( )∣ ∣ ( )
Inserting this representation into the relationsUs a b ñ =  ñ +  ñ∣ ∣ ∣ andUs g d ñ =  ñ +  ñ∣ ∣ ∣ , we can
see that a 2×2matrix representation ofUswhen it acts on the spin states is equivalent to thematrix.We can
now see the correspondence between the evolution of the photonic two-mode state and the evolution of the spin
state
U M N M U, , A.4s
N
0 spinx- ñ ñÄ∣ ⟷ ∣ ( )
where amatrix representation ofUs is equivalent to.
Appendix B. Proof that theHolland-Burnett (NOON) state is the only optimal statewhen
N=2 (N = 3)
The optimality condition for photonic states can bewritten as a constraint on the two-particle reduced density
matrix of its analogous spin state. This constraint can be expressed in the spin state form in equation (28) and in
the photonic form in equation (30). For anN=2 state, the two-particle reduced densitymatrix is simply the
matrix itself. Thismeans that a simple inspection of equation (30) reveals theHolland-Burnett state as the only
pure state satisfying this constraint.
A generalN=3 photonic state takes the form c c c c0, 3 1, 2 2, 1 3, 00 1 2 3Yñ = ñ + ñ + ñ + ñ∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ . Thismeans
that its equivalent spin state can bewritten as c0 spin 0x ñ =    ñ +∣ ∣ c 31    ñ +( )(∣    ñ +∣
   ñ +∣ ) c 32    ñ +( )(∣ +    ñ +    ñ +∣ ∣ ) c3    ñ∣ , whichmust satisfy equation (28) for
optimal states.We can rewrite equation (28) inmatrix form as
c
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The two-particle reduced densitymatrix tr 2 0 0 spinx xñá(∣ ∣ )[ ] for 0 spinx ñ∣ can be shown to be
c
c
tr . B.2
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It is then straightforward to show that tr 2 0 0 spinx xñá(∣ ∣ )[ ] only satisﬁes equation (B.1)when c c01 2= = .Note that
while the cases (i) c c c0 ;0 2 3= = = (ii) c c c0 ;0 1 3= = = (iii) c c c01 2 3= = = in equation (B.2)obeys
equation (B.1) for the zeromatrix elements of z
2r[ ], theydonotobey thediagonal termsof thematrix z2r[ ] in
equation (B.1). The c c01 2= = condition corresponds to theN=3NOONstate 1 2 3, 0 0, 3Yñ = ñ + ñ∣ ( )(∣ ∣ ).
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